
A management system for Product Data Quality 
(PDQ), Q-Checker is the world’s leading system 
for quality assurance in virtual development.



Q-Checker verifies geometric quality, standards  
and methodology of CATIA models. Thereby  
process compatible models are generated which  
can be reused in new projects or in downstream  
processes. With more than 2,000 customers  
globally, Q-Checker is the world’s leading system  
for quality assurance in virtual development.

The Q-Checker product family covers the  
complete development process, internally as  

well as for external suppliers

Benefits
• Enforces CATIA standards & methodology
• Promotes design reuse
• Enhances collaboration internally & with suppliers
• Enables 3D Master/Model base definition
• Saves time spent fixing models
• Checks files transferred from other CAD software
• One instance of a model ready for all processes

Control your quality in CATIA V5 and 3DEXPERIENCE



• Checks CATProduct, CATPart, CATDrawing etc
• Interactive and batch mode
• Automatic healing
• Check profile editor for up to 400 checks
• Ability to create customized checks
• Reports in HTML or XML 
• Check seals in and outside of the CATIA file

Read more at www.technia.com/software/q-checker

Establish a continuous improvement process:
• Measure data quality at significant process points
• Statistics about most frequent errors and quality
• Evaluate departments, partners and processes
• Targeted training

Connects and integrates to your PLM environments:
• Improve model data quality and reduce repairs 

with automated checks during the PDM lifecycle
• Make quality visible in PDM
• Standard components for fast, stable integration
• Low implementation effort



At TECHNIA, we pave the way for your innovation, creativity and 
profitability. We combine industry-leading Product Lifecycle Management
(PLM) tools with specialist knowledge, so you can enjoy the journey from 
product concept to implementation.

Our experience makes it possible to keep things simple, personal and 
accessible so that together we transform your vision into value.

With over 30 years’ experience, more than 6000 customers worldwide 
and world-class knowledge in PLM & Intelligent Engineering, we work
together as true partner and extension of your team to create an 
exceptional PLM experience.

Our 680 people strong team work from 32 locations around the world, 
across vertical industries, delivering a premium service with a global 
infrastructure and a local presence. We adopt the latest technology and 
agile methodologies so, even as technology changes, our relationships 
last a lifetime.

Contact: +49 89 218 960 17 | Martin.Noelle@technia.com
www.technia.com/software/q-checker

About TECHNIA


